
'From the beginning dealings with the Account
manager, Mark was superb, nothing was too much

trouble. 
 

Martyn, Head of Pre/Post Technical Services was
very attentive and left no stone unturned. 

 
The engineer Richard who attended the site was very

knowledgeable and thorough, it gave us 100%
confidence in the solution, going live and Pinnacle as

a company. 
 

From start to finish the project was well managed,
went smoothly without any hiccups. The day the

solution went live our Helpdesk was very quiet, which
is always a good sign. The feedback from the staff

team has been excellent.'
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By moving across to Xerox Workplace cloud offering has meant the
client no longer had to maintain a server within their environment
for print. Staff were also able to release their print jobs at remote
sites providing the copiers had Connect-Key technology. It has also
future proofed the client, in terms of countless integrations and
SSO opportunities, for example Office 365 and OneDrive.
Furthermore, with the current climate, COVID-19 etc. The mobile
app was also provided as the perfect solution, the ability to release
print jobs via the contactless funtion.

Solutions

The clients follow-me print solution was on-prem meaning staff
would have to come to the office to release print jobs.
The functionality was limited, in terms of integrations and SSO.
Being on-prem, meant IT had to maintain additional processes.

Objectives

Connect Key Technology -  Transforming the experience of how people
work. Giving the freedom to solve problems, be more sustainable and
productive and take on new challenges. As a proven technology solution,
ConnectKey helps collaborators communicate, connect and work from
anywhere.

Benefits One

Remote Functionality - Providing the functionality for staff to release their
print jobs at remote working sites.

Benefits Two

Integration - Allowing the client to optimise the management of in-house
platforms seamlessly. 

Benefits Three

Cost Reduction - Greater visibility and understanding of
workflow and the associated assets can ensure businesses can
correctly align resources, in turn creating cost efficiencies of up
to 30%.

Benefits Four

Benefits

At A Glance


